Our Doctors

Hand-picked, thoroughly vetted

Across the 120+ Subspecialties

Our Specialists are Department Heads, Leaders in Research, NBA/NFL Team Physicians
4 Reasons to Use 2nd.MD

- A New Diagnosis
  - Cancer
  - Musculoskeletal Pain
  - Joint Pain
  - Neurological Disorders
  - Vascular Disease
- Possible Surgery
  - GI Disorders
  - Immunological Disorders
  - Behavioral Health Concerns
  - Infertility and Pregnancy Concerns
- Change in Medication
  - Genetic Disorders
- Chronic Conditions
  - Surgery Pending
How 2nd.MD works

2nd.MD takes care of:

- Collecting Records
- Recommending Specialists
- Scheduling The Consult
- Specialist Consult
- Coordinating Follow-up Needs

Simple
Results

73% of treatment plans improved

1/3 surgeries cancelled

$3,000 / consult savings
referral methods

By Phone
866.841.2575

By Form:
2nd.md/corporate/requests

By Email
careteam@2nd.md
Stellar Satisfaction – All Clients

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  DOCTOR EXPERTISE:  4.93 out of 5 stars

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  DOCTOR CARE:  4.92 out of 5 stars

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  CUSTOMER CARE:  4.98 out of 5 stars

99.8%  Would recommend 2nd.MD to a loved one.
testimonials

• “For the last five years, my health was getting worse... Eventually, I could no longer work and went on extended medical leave. Four months after contacting 2nd.MD, I was back at work full-time and am now symptom-free. My family and I are extremely grateful to 2nd.MD for providing a life-saving consult.”
  – Oscar, Waste Management

• “After my 2nd.MD consult, I felt as if I had options, where none seemed to exist before. I took the information to my own oncologist, who was amazed that I was able to get a consult with a legend in the field. I had been given 1 year to live, and now am cancer-free!”
  – Karen, Enstar

• “My husband and I took our 4 year old son to over 40 different doctors and none of them could tell us what was wrong with him. One consultation with the right doctor through 2nd.MD got us the answers we so desperately needed! 2nd.MD is amazing!”
  – Natasha, David Weekley Homes
Contact Info

1.866.841.2575

www.2nd.md

careteam@2nd.md